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ABSTRACT

Proposed, is a twistor-like formulation of the classical

dynamics of free massive particles whioh upon quantization results

in eemion states with helioities S = l(|+n). A spaoe-time

BUpersymmetrio generalization of the model allows one to treat the

fields with helioities differed by % on an equal footing as the

oomponents of a single supermultiplet, thus, attributing to them

the relative Grassmann statistics. Supersymmetric equations of

motion for semions with the helicity | and | are obtained and a

corresponding looal superfield action for a Grassmann semion

superfield is oonstruoted.
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1. Introduction

Two possible ways of describing particles with fraotional

spin and statistics (called anyons) [it2] in D = 2+1 - dimensional

physics are under intensive consideration nowadays. One of the

approaches, which is more developed, is based on organizing a

statistical interaction of bosonic or fermionic particles (or

fields) by means of a "statistical" Chem-Simons gauge field

1 ([1-3] and references therein). It allows one to treat anyons as

particles carrying a statistical "electric" charge and "magnetic"

flux. When two particles of such a kind exchange their positions a

phase shift being proportional to the "electrio" charge and the

"magnetic" flux arises in their wave function due to the

Aharonov-Bohm and the Aharonov-Casher topological quantum effect

[4J. Ohern-Simons electrodynamics is widely used as a model for

: studying of fieId-theoretical and quantum properties of anyons, as

1 well as for applying the anyon concept to describe phenomena of

2+1 - dimensional physics including high-T^ superconductivity and

the fraotional Hall effect (5,6J. However it is not quite obvious

yet, whether upon quantization the Chern-Eimons theory describes

free sing]e-partiole states of anyons or there is still some more

relic of the statistical gauge field [2,7]. At the same time, in

order to deal with anyons as free quantum states it seems more

appropriate to construct a quantum field theory of anyons using

* the conventional group-theoretical approach proved itself to be a

powerful method for describing bosons and Xermions. Relatively

small amount of papers on this subject (see, for example, [3,8-12]

and references therein) is explained by a number of serious

problems one is facing with, when developing the field theory for

anyons. Among them are the problem in writing down free anyon

field equations of motion in a form suitable for taking into

aooount anyon interactions in a self consistent way, and the

problem in constructing a Lagrangian from which these equations

could be obtained. Another problem is to second-quantise such a

model, since operator functions arisen are multivalued and,

generally speaking, obey nonconventional commutation relations

[1-3]. Several ways of constructing anyon field theory have been

discussed recently, but as all of them have their strong and weak

points it is still not clear, which way is the most preferable.

In a paper of Jaokiw and Nair [12] it has been proposed to

describe particles with fraotional spin S = 1 -A, by use of gauge

fields transforming as a direct product of the vector (spin 1 )

representation and a unitary,- infinite dimensional representations

(with, arbitrary X) being members of the discrete series of the

D = 2+1 Lorentz group SO(2,1). The authors proposed a

relativistio wave equation for anyons (wit.i subsidiary conditions

playing the role of gauge conditions) and constructed a

corresponding (nonlocal) Lagrangian.

In several papers of Plyushchay [12](see also Ref.flO]

relevant to the case) classical mechanics models for relativistio

particles with fractional spin were discussed and various types of

anyon field equations and corresponding actions were proposed. The

classioal anyon dynamics was described with commuting vector

variables, and anyon wave functions of a first-quantized theory

formed either irreducible representations of the SO(2,1 ) discrete



series or were represented by a Majorana-Dirac field transformed
as the direct product of tine spinor and a . discrete series

representation.

In Ref. [9] the main attention was paid to a

field-theoretical description of particles with spin S = (T+H) and

(7+n) (n = 0,1,2..) called semions (or quartions [9]) beoause of

the middle position they take between bosons and fermions. Semions

are distinguished from other anyons by their peouliar

group-theoretical properties [9] (see also Sannikov in

Ref.[24]),they arise as solitons in an 0(3) 0 - model [131 and are

assumed to play the main role in anyonic models of high-T0

superconductivity [5,6,14]. The latter is due to the well-known

fact that when coupling in pairs semions form a bosonic condensate

(and not a fermionic one, as one could naively expect)[2], thus

providing a ground Tor realization of a superconducting state.

Taking into account of an anomalous magnetic moment!15] results in

a peculiar short-range self interaction of semions [16].

In the present paper we consider a formulation of

1 3
relativistio classical mechanics of spin 4 and 4 particles, which

is based on the use of commuting (twistor-like) spinor variables.

Since the work of Penrose et.al. commuting spinors have proved to

be useful for solving various problems of classical mechanics,

relativistic field theory and related topics (see, for" example

[12,17,18] and references therein). In particular, the use ol

twistor-like variables for the description of the N=1

Brink-Sohwarz superparticle in D = 2,3,4,6 and 10 space-time

dimensions allowed one to construct its double supersymraetric

(superfield) versions with 3E - symmetry [19] having been traded

for local n = D-2 world -line superspimetry [20], thus providing a

way for the covariant quantization of the theory. These results

have been partially generalized to superstrings in Refs.[22]. Note

that a Lorentz-harmonie approach to the superparticles and

superstrings developed in [23] is, in fact, very close to the

twistor approach.

Here we propose a twistor-like formulation of the classical

dynamios of free massive particles which upon quantization results

in semion states with helicities S = jCj+n). A space-time

supersymmetrio generalisation of the model allows one to treat the

fields with helicities differed by | on an equal footing as the

components of a single supermultiplet, thus, attributing to them

the relative Grassmann statistics. Supersymmetrio equations of

motionfor semions with the helicity ^ and j are obtained and a

corresponding looal superfield action for a Grassmann semion

superfield is constructed.

The paper is organized as follows. A brief review of the

group-theoretical description of semionic wave functions as

proposed in [9] is presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we deal

with the Hamiltonian analysis and the canonical quantization of

the semion model in question. The notion of relative statistics

and an N=1 space-time supersymmetric version of the model including

a superfield action and equations of motion for semionic

superfields are considered in Sections 4 and 5.

'The oonoept of double supersymmetry has been oonsidered in

application to various dynamical systems by several groops of

authors [21].
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We use the following notation and convention: D = 2+1 space-

time metric signature is (1,-1,-1); small Latin letters (lfm,n,..)

denote (2+1)-veotor components; spinor indices are denoted with

small Greek letters (a,,0,7,..) and are raised and lowered by the

unit antisymmetric tensors e*^ = (S12 = 1); *-a =• ^ 6

\a = ; the Dirao matrices are chosen to be in the Majorana

representation:

(y°) P = I ? i\ 'a
|3 _ A CK

(0 t
0 -l

so that the Majorana spinors are real, and the matrices of the

7m)form pag = I (Pm7
m)a

 s-vg a:r'e symmetric for a real vector

2. Group-theoretical description ol semions.

As is well-lmown, a manifestly Lorentz-eovariant way of

describing anyons is the use of linear representations which

belong to the disorete series of the Lorentz group (in fact, to

avoid multi-valued functions of nonintegral spin variables they

should be considered as representations of a suitable covering of

S0(2,1); it is just this multivaluedness, which is connected with

the fractional statistic properties of anyons; see, for example

[1-3,11.12])-

Herein we consider a particular realization for one of these

representations, which seems to be the most appropriate for the

description of semions [9].

Our starting point is an irreducible unitary

infinite-dimensional representation of the Heisenberg-Weyl group

(see Refs.[24j for details), which is realized in the Foek space

of states of one-dimensional quantum osoillator. Creation a+ and

annihilation a operators of these states obey the conventional

commutation relations

[a+,a3 = 1, [a,a] = [a+,a+3 = 0 . (i)

The latter act on Hilbert state vectors which can be expanded in

series over the normalized basic states

= (n!) n = 0,1,2,..., (2)

where the vaouum vector |Q> is annihilated by a. '

To describe the representation of the Heisenberg-Weyl group

one may also use the "coordinate-momentum" realization (q, p =

-t g ) of the Heisenberg algebra, which is related to the (a+,a)

realization by the formulas

V2
(3)

In terms of q the basic vectors of the representation can be

written as [24]:

<g|n> = cpn(q) = iT'
1/4(2nn!

X dq cpm(g) <pn(q) - 6,
mn

(4}

(51

2)
We restrict ourselves by the description of the representation

bounded from below, i.e. of that whose "vaouum" state possesses

the lowest weight (helioity). The representation bounded from

above can be treated in a similar way.



(where EL are the Hermitt polynomials) and form a unitary

representation of the Heisenberg-Weyl group.

With respect to the Lorentz group S0(2,1 ) ~ SL2(R) the

Heisenberg-Weyl group representation splits in two irreducible

unitary Infinit-dimensional representations characterized by the

lowest weights 1/4 and 3/4 . The basio vectors of the 5,,, and
1/4

S 3 / 4 representation are the vectors (2) or (4) with even and odd

values or n, respectively.

SL2(R) group generators can be constructed of the generators

(g,p) or (a ,a) in Lorentz-oovariant manner. For this purpose let

us introduce the Majorana spinor

^ • 8 ) •

Then commutation relations (1) take the form

(6)

(7)

SL2(R) generators acting in and S-,,, are defined as

(8)

and satisfy the commutation relations

IS_,S 1 = - ts

The Casimir operator SmS
m of this

(9)

- representation has the

eigenvalue so(so-1 ) = - 3/16 and Indeed corresponds to the

representations with the lowest weights sQ = 1/4 and SQ = 3/4.

Enlarging eq. (8) with the momentum generator

= id/dt.m (10.a)

and the orbital momentum

do.b)

we obtain a realization of the Polncare algebra ISO(2,1) for

{2+1) - dimensional spaoe-time parameterized by xra ooordinates:

n
(11 )

where Jm = M^ + S m is the total angular momentum of the system.

Wave functions

CO

2
(12)

A3/4(x,g) = (k = 1,2,3 :

being transformed as the linear representations of ISO(2,1)

group generated by operators (8) and (10) are offered for the

field theoretical description of semions.

Casimir operators of ISO(2,1)

and
PnP" = m

2 (m2 > o) (13.a)

(13.b)



imposed on wave functions (12) single out states with the mass m

and the spin (or, strictly speaking, helicity) s = g(g + n).

One would like to find Lorentz-oovariant equations of motion

for semions from which eqs.(13) can arise as their integrability

conditions, just as they stem from the Dirac, Maxwell or Rarita-

Schwinger equations.

Several approaches to write down equations of motion for

anyons have been considered in [9,11,12]. A wave equation being

specific for semions was proposed in [9] and looks as follows

(iPr a - tmLfl)A = 0 (14)

The solution of (14) is a free state with the mass m and the spin

s = 1/4. A shortcoming of eq.(i4) is connected with difficulties

of deducing it from a field-theoretical action and of

self consistent inserting into it a term describing semion

interactions. As we shall see below the first problem is solved in

the framework of a supersymmetric description of semions with spin

1/4 and 3/4.

3. Classical mechanics of semions.

To describe semions in the classical limit one has to

introduce the classical analogs of L a operators whose Poisson (or

Dirac) brackets turn (upon quantization) into commutation

relations (7). It is natural to choose a oommuting Majorana spinor

Xa as such a variable. So we construct classical mechanics for

semions with the help of twistor-like spinors. The various aspects

of the twistor-like approach for description of relativistio

10

• W WWW •

particles, strings etc. has been intensively discussed in

literature (see [18,20,22,23,25] and references therein). Here we

apply the approach for constructing a classical semion action.

3.1. To begin with we develop a twistor-like formulation of

the relativistic dynamics of a massive spinless particle in 0=2+1.

General ideas of describing massive particles by multitwistors

was considered by Penrose [17].

A corresponding action can be obtained, for example, by

dimensional reduction from D = 3+1 of the massless particle action

[20] and looks as follows:

, (15)

where iaP(t) and Pag(t) canonical conjugate coordinates and

momenta of the particle; za^ ^ dx^/di; variables A.a(T) and

(I(%) are commuting spinors which allow one to represent time-like

momentum pag in the twistor form (see eq.(19) below); for

convenience Ka and \xa are ohosen to be dimensionless; e(T) is the

einbein which ensures the reparametrization invariance of eq.(i5>

with variables p, I, X and \x being transformed as world-line

soalars; and m is the partiole mass.

Besides the local reparametrization (T -» f(x)) action (15) is

also invariant under local SO(2) rotations of ka and |ia:

(16)
I \i'a j [-simpsimp oos<p

11



Note that (I = 1,2) oan be interpreted as Lorentz

SO(2 '\ )
harmonies [23] parametrizing the ooset space \ ' ' provided the

SO (2)

normalization oondition v^y ™ is imposed.

The following eight constraints, whioh , oan be found in

conventional way, govern the particle dynajnios:

= p = Q-
pe °>

a

(17-a)

(17.b)

(17.C)

Eqs. {17.a) indicate that momenta canonical conjugate to A. , ji.

and e are equal to zero and that the latter are auxiliary

- rak^ = 0,

i = 0 :

= 0, i

variables 3)

Eq. (17.o) and the mass-shell condition

(18)

follow from eqs. (17.b), among whioh only three constraints are

independent.

The twistor-like solution of eqs.(i?.b) is

(19)

which ensures to be a tijne-like vector.

The canonioal Poisson brackets of the dynamical variables are:

af3'P763 = eaT
8p5 + sp 7

ea6 ; [ V P ^ p ] = eap = [^a'p^' [e'pe] =

12

Among eqs.(17) lour constraints belong to the first class:

(J>3 = = 0, or = 0,

(by definition P^ s (P^)
a and P ^ (^) a )

and four constraints belong to the second class. The following

seoond-class constraints form the canonical conjugate pairs:

X2 = (21.a)

•• =

[ae
1

= 1.

" " •

(21,b)

Eqs. (21) allow one to construct the Dirao brackets and to

consider the seoond-class constraints to be satisfied in a strong

sense.

13



Note that the first-class constraints <p0 0_ and P are

responsible for local reparametrization transformations while fy

generates local SO(2) rotations (16).

Imposing (upon quantization) the conditions (20) on a

particle wave function A(X,\,u,e) it is easy to check that the

dependence of A on variables X, \i and e vanishes (as it has been

expected) and the only relevant constraint is the mass-shell

condition

<?nP
n - m2)A(x) = 0, (22)

thus, confirming that the action (15) describes the massive

spinless particle.

3.2. Now we proceed to generalizing action (15) for the

description of semions. The crucial point of the construction is

the "revival" of ka variables by adding to eq.(15) the kinetic

term

= J™ (23)

The addition of this terra breaks the local S0(2) symmetry of the

pai-ticls action and leads to the reconstruction of the

Hamiltonian constraints (17). As we shall see below, upon

quantization all this results in infinite dimensional spectrum of

semionic states. Note that unlike the massless particle case [25],

where eq.(23) leads to the twistor shift of dynamical variables of

one and the same (free) spinless particle, in the case under

consideration eq.(23) is appropriate for the description of spin s

= 2*2 + n^ degrees of freedom. Note also that the Noether

procedure applied to the action SQ+S^ gives the following

14

expression for the particle angular momentum:

(24)

In (24) one can recognize the classical analog of eqs. (10.b)

and (8).

In the presence of the term S^ particle dynamics is also

governed by eight constraints, but among them two constraints (cj)̂

and P in eqs.(20)) belong to the first class, while the following

six constraints form the canonical conjugate pairs of second-class

constraints:

V =
(25.b)

(all other brackets are equal to aero).

In eq. (25-b) the transition to the Dirac brackets

[f.g]* = Il.g] + [f.a^Js^tap.g]

has been carried out (1 and g are arbitrary functions of dynamical

variables). Note that with respect to this brackets Ka do not

commute anymore and satisfy the relations

(26)



being the classical analog of the commutation relations (7)•

One can make one more step and transit to the aeoond-stage

Dirac brackets

lf,g]** = [f.g]*
a

(27)

which do not spoil eq. (26).

With respect to brackets (27) eqs. (£5) are satisfied in the

strong sense. In particular, u is no longer an independent

variable and is expressed in terms of pag and X

Upon quantisation Xa transform into operators L, (see

(6)}, and eq.{26) is replaced by eq.{7). Hence, the wave

function A(x,g) describing first-quantized states of the particle

depends on both the space-time coordinate x m and the spin

variable q , and sinoe the only relevant first-claas constraint

remained after taking into account the whole set of the

constraints is the mass-shell condition (22) and no restriction is

imposed on the value of the spin of a particle state we get the

Infinite spectrum of the equal-mass semionio states (2) or (3)

characterized by the helioities s = 1(1 + n) (n = 1,2,3,...) and

transformed as the irreduoible representation of the

Heisenberg-Weyl group.

The reason for the appearance of this infinite spectrum is

the breaking of the looal SO(2) symmetry of the action caused by

the introduction of the kinetic term (23). As a result the number

16

of the independent Hamiltonian dynamical variables describing

particle motion increases from four (in the spinless particle

case) to six, with the additional two being the spin degrees of

freedom. To single out a state with definite helicity one has to

impose on A(X,q) the Pauli-Lubanski condition (13-b) which

should, on the classical level, correspond to the restoration of

the local SO(2) symmetry of the particle action.

One may notice that the classical counterpart of eq.(13.b)

arises when eq.(28) is multiplied by \a, and V,^a is considered

to be a constant:

Note that the imposition of this condition makes |j, and A,

being closely related to the Lorents-harmonic variables (23) as

has already been mentioned above.

We choose eq.(29) as additional first class constraint on the

dynamics and introduce it into the particle action with the

corresponding Lagrange multiplier c(T). The total action takes

the form

S =

- 43)} (30)

Eq. (30) is invariant with respect to modified looal S0(2)

transformations of the following form (for A. and |i they

coincide on shell with infinitesimal rotations (16)) :

17
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m
9

6c =
- 4S

(3D

Note that on the classical level the parameter S presented in

eq,(3O) may take arbitrary nonquantized values. It quantization is

performed then 2s takes the discrete values in oomplianoe with the

quantisation low for the energy of the one-dimensional oscillator:

2S = I + n.
c

Hence, aotion (30) describes classical relativistic dynamics

of a single-particle semionic state.

Note that using (19) and (28) one can exclude \ia from

eq.(30) and rewrite it in more conventional form:

S = - 2m2) - 4s)}

(32)

with e(t) and c(i) being redefined Lagrange multipliers. One

could use just this action as a starting point for the description

of semions; however, the formulation considered above clarifies

the relationship of the semion model with the twister [18,20] and

18

!iLii2

harmonic [233 approaches to spinning particles and superpartioles.

4. Supersynmetric semion dynamics.

Since the spins of semions characterized by the Sln(R)

representations with the lowest weights 1/4 and 3/4 differ by

1/2 it is natural to consider the relative statistics of the

corresponding semionic states to be fermionio [9 3- One of the

possible ways of realizing this situation is the construction of a

supersymmetric semion model.

The simplest way of extending action (30) to a version being

invariant under global supersymmetric transformations is to

enlarge D = 2+1 Lorenta space by Grassmann directions parametrised

by a Majorana spinor "&a and to replace (x^dt) in eq.(30) by the

form uaQ = d&ag - l ^ a ^ S
 + % ^ a ^ bei"S invariant under N=1

supersymmetric transformations

= V

with a constant Grassmann parameter

The eq.(30) takes the form:

S =

(33)

\.â
a + c(a) (>+i - 4s)} . (34)

In addition to set (22), (25) and (29) of the bosonio constraints

the N=1 supersymmetric version of semion dynamics possesses

Grassmann second-class constraints



Ba ' = °' {Da,V ** (35)
where %a is the momentum canonical conjugate to "8 , which.

transforms into d/l&ft upon quantization.

To quantize the mechanics described by eq.(34) in

Lorentz-oovariant way we make use of the Gupta-Bleuler procedure

which consists, in our case, in replacing D Q by two complex

conjugate constraints (the bar denotes complex conjugation):

def.
Da

- def.
D = (na + a a)D

a = 0 , D = (jia - a a)D
a = 0, (36)

satisfying the following commutation relations with respeot to

Dirao brackets (27):

{D,D}** = {D,D}** = 0, (on the constraint surface) (37.a)

(D,D)** = 2DaD
a - 4mt(4S}. (37.b)

We postulate that for quantum states |$> constraints (36) are

satisfied in average, i.e. <$|Dj$> = <$|D|$> = 0," so that only

half of the constraints (36), for ezample D, is imposed on the

complex superfield

(38),«,q) = A(x,g)

upon quantization:

Sfl
,-O,g) = 0, (39)

a

while D acts on $(x,tf,q).

It is not difficult to show that in the rest frame (p = (m,0,0))

20

eq.(39) is reduced to the following equations for

components:

a+(2C{x,q) - mA(x,<j)) = 0,

a+t|T(x,q) = 0, where (}>" = ij>, + 1<1>O .
1 t

(40.a)

(40.b)

Since eq.(13.b) imposed on ${x,-d,q) singles out from Fock space

(2) or (4) the states with definite n (or s) the only (nontrivial)

solutions of eqs.(40) are

(41.a}

(41.b)= 0.

Eq.(41.a) indicates that only one of two "scalar" components of

$(X,•$,<?) is independent, while another one is an auxiliary field.

Eq.(41.b) shows that the "spinor" field i|>a is characterized by

only one independent component, 4>+ = t|>1 - Etj)2, which satisfies the

Dirao equation

= 0. (42)

1 AHenoe, when the superhelioity of ^(X.'O.q) is 3 = jjU+n), A(x,q)

and <j)a(i,q) have helioities s and s+t , respectively.

5. Si^wrfield equations of motion and action lor

4<|) supemultiplet.

In the case of s = j we oan represent equations of motion

for &j ,A~z,i},q) in a supercovariant form:



= 0, (43.a)

(43.b>

where (43.a) reproduces the mass-shell condition (22) and the

Dirao equation (42), while (43.b) is a supersymmetric

generalisation or eq.(i4). Beside (14) eq.(43-b) contains the

following equation for t|> :

= 0 (44)

which together with (42) ensures t|>a to have the total helioity

s - 1S - 4 1 - 2
2 - 4"Let us stress here that signs in front of the mass parameter

m in eqs.(43) are correlated, so that one may not change the sign

in one of the equations and retain the sign in other one. If it

would be done, eq.(44) (with the sign in front of in changed) would

follow from Dirao equation (42) by multiplying the latter with La,

and .hence, a state with definite helicity would not be unique

solution of these equations.

This sign correlation is apparently connected with the

problem of the expansion of a direct product of (multi)dimensional

representations of SL^fR) over SLgiR) irreducible representations.

For example, in the oase under consideration the direct product of

the spinor representation and the representation with the lowest

weight 1/4 results (on the mass-shell) in the semionio state with

22

helicity 3 = 3/4 , while the possibility of arising of a state

with helioity s = -1/4 is excluded. The latter should be described

by the SLO(R) irreducible representation with the highest weight

(-1/4) containing the tower of negative helicities whioh were

absent in the initial representations.

Note also that instead of (43.b) we may use the equation

'1/4 = 0 (45)

as the second supersemion equation of motion. Then $>a should

obey the condition

= 0.

The integrability condition for (45) is

= [(2m -

and In view of (43.a) one may be convinced once again that

*1 ,- has the superheliclty 1/4.

In fact, the most general choice of the second supersemion

equation is to write down the first term of eq.(43.b) with

an arbitrary nonnegative parameter / .

A superfield action, from which eqs.(43-a) and (43.b) (or (45))

are obtained, can be represented in the form:

- 2m)« (46)

where B denotes " traXfi>D^ a n d A(x,-9,q) is a LagrangeX f i

multiplier. Note that the f i r s t term in (46) has the conventional

23



form of the massive scalar superfield action, and the second term

is chosen, to be quadratic in D$ for A to be nonpropagating field.

Indeed, varying S N = 1 over A we get the equation

<D$)D$ = 0,

which has eq.(43.b) or (43) as a unique super symmetric solution

provided we require ${x,'9,q) to be an odd (Grassmann) superfield.

Then, varying (46) over $ we obtain eq.(43.a).

6. Conclusion.

The description of the semion model considered in the present

paper is essentially based on the peculiar feature of spinors to

form the fundamental representation of the rotation group so that,

from the one hand, vectors can be represented as bilinear

combinations of spinors and, from the other hand, various spinor

(super ̂generators can be treated as the "square roots" of the

momentum and the angular momentum generators (see, for example,

eqs.(8),(19), and (35)). It is just the idea (going back to Cartan

and Penrose) of the fundamental role of spinors in nature that was

implemented in the twistor program and in supersymmetry. Here we

tried to show how does this idea works for describing particles

with fractional spin.

It seems interesting to construct a double supersymmetric

form [20,21] of superpartiole action (34), where commuting and

anticommuting spinors are unified in a world-line supermultiplet

parametrizing the Grassmann sector of D=2+1 super spaoe-time.

We have obtained the superfield equations of motion for
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semlons with spin 1/4 and 3/4 and constructed the local action

from which these equations are derived. The supersymmetrio version

presented allows one to introduce for semions the notion of

relative Fermi statistics and prescribes a semion with spin 1/4 to

be described by an odd wave function and that with spin 3/4 to be

described by an even (spinor) wave function, both functions

transforming as the infinite dimensional representation of the

Heisenberg-Weyl group. At the same time one should not exclude the

possibility of constructing a version of the theory in which

semions will meet the Pauli principle.

Note that eq. (43.b) and (45) resemble a "Lorentz" condition

for fixing of some gauge symmetry (whose nature is obscure in the

version of the superfield semion model) and A(X,U,q) being a

relio of a corresponding gauge field. In this respect it would be

interesting to construct a superfield 3emion action on more

geometrical (or gauge basis) and to study the consequences of

spontaneous supersymmetry breaking for semion behaviour.

Another problem is to take into account supersymmetric semion

interactions and, in particular, the interaction with a gauge

superfield. In general, one encounters difficulties in

retaining the self consistency of eqs.(43) and (45) upon enlarging

them with interaction terms.

And, of course, the roost ambitious problem is to perform the

second quantization of the model and to olarify the

spin-statistics relation for anyons.
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